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Our MissiOn: 
We serve our communities by providing exceptional care, 
as we prevent illness, restore health and provide comfort to 
all who entrust us with their care. 
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Jeff Wicklander, 
RN, MS, APRN, NE-BC, vice president of patient care 
 

What a year 2010 was! there was significant change at both the Federal and 
state level with the passing of president obama’s health care reform act and 
changes to the GMaC program. there was also considerable change at United 
Hospital due to the labor negotiations with the Minnesota nurses association, 
which resulted in a one-day work stoppage. this was significant on multiple 
levels for all United employees. Fortunately, we reached a mutual agreement on 
July 6, 2010. 

despite all this change, one thing remains true for United Hospital; our  
unwavering commitment to quality care for our patients. this is evidenced by  
our first Joint Commission accreditations for disease-specific conditions of  
diabetes and heart failure. these accreditations show our commitment to the 
community by using an evidenced-based approach to provide quality patient 
outcomes. 

We’ve seen a significant decrease in patient falls with harm rate across United. 
the 2009 falls with harm (e-i) rate was 1.26 compared to the 2010 rate of 
1.02. this resulted from the great work of each and every nurse focusing their 
efforts through hourly rounding and timed toileting. this was most evident on 
station 2600 where staff went 206 days without a fall after implementing timed 
toileting. additional dedicated work of the falls group is aimed toward ensuring 
a consistent approach with assessment and identification of those at risk, as 
well as a post-fall huddle process.

in december, station 4500 began a pilot on Bedside Barcoding with a focus on 
decreasing adverse events regarding medications. this was the first unit in all 
of allina to begin this process. this pilot was a multidisciplinary approach with 
work between pharmacy, information services/information technology and 
nursing. i’m happy to report this was a successful implementation, and we will 
continue to move forward throughout United inpatient units.

in January,  we began “schwartz Rounds” at United and are one of only two 
hospitals in Minnesota to facilitate these types of discussions. the focus of 
schwartz Rounds is to allow care providers an opportunity to openly discuss 
difficult patient care situations and retrospectively look at how they and other 
providers were affected by the case. this is a great opportunity for staff, and i 
would like to thank Marge Van Roekel, Verlyn Hemmen and eric anderson, Md, 
for their work on establishing and continuing to provide this important venue.

the level of commitment to the care of our patients and professional nursing 
continued throughout 2010 by an additional 26 Rns who obtained certification.

as you can see, each and every one of you did a lot of great work in 2010 to 
ensure exceptional patient care through professional nursing practice. it is my 
pleasure to work with all of you, and i look forward to much success in 2011!

Greetings from United Hospital’s 

Chief Nursing Officer
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N U r s i N G  M i s s i O N  s tat e M e N t

united Hospital is committed 

to excellence in nursing practice.

N U r s i N G  V i s i O N  s tat e M e N t 

Through our commitment to excellence, 

we are nationally known for advancing 

the art and science of nursing.

N U r s i N G  C a r e  D e l i V e r y  M O D e l

Outcome-based relationships is an inter-professional, 

patient and family-centered care model that is grounded 

in rn accountability for establishing therapeutic relationships 

with patients and families and collaborative

 relationships with coworkers. 
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Patient experience 

5

patient experience steering Committee (l-R):  lori amundson, 
Rn; Cindy Betz, Rn; Kim sorbel, Katie Westman, Rn; Mary Jo 
Wolters, Rn, steering Committee Co-chair; Kathy schoenbeck, 
Rn; scott tongen, Md, steering Committee Co-chair and deb 
Raptis, Rn. not shown: ann Rusch, Rn, Rich schreiner and 
Georgia taggart, Md.

in support of patient experience as a core strategy for United 
Hospital, the patient experience steering Committee was formed 
in september 2010.

this committee, consisting of various team leads, met monthly 
to review current initiatives and coordinate activities house-wide  
focusing on the following core goal areas:

•	 the	voice	of	patients	and	families 
•	 foundational	and	differentiating	elements	 
•	 education,	development,	and	communications	 
•	 measurement	and	analysis

Major Patient Experience Committee Initiatives 
 
Pain Management

2010 Year end score = 66.3%.  Goal for 2011 = 68.0%. 
the score is a composite of two questions and indicates the 
percent of patients that selected “always” for these two questions 
on the survey: 
 1.  How often was your pain well controlled? 
 2.  How often did the hospital staff do everything they could   
   to help you with your pain?

2010 accomplishments:

•	 	 Pain	Committee	restructured	to	optimize	work	of	the 
  committee through involvement of nursing staff to 
  accomplish goals and initiatives set forth by allina and United 
  Hospital.

•	 	 Implemented	additional	use	of	Rapid	Response	Team	as	a		 	 	
  pain resource at the bedside

•	 	 Utilized	Positive	Deviance	(PD)	Approach	to	address		 	 	 	 	
  improvement in pain management.  pd is a problem solving, 
  asset-based approach grounded in the fact that communities 
  have assets or resources they have not accessed.  it enables a 
  community or organization to amplify uncommon behaviors 
  or strategies discovered by community members among the 
  least likely to succeed (positive deviants), develop some 
  activities or initiatives based on these findings and measure  
  outcomes.  the pd approach brings about sustainable 
  behavioral and social change by identifying solutions already 
  existing in the system.

•	 RN	Pain	Education	Session	(e.g.	Acute	on	Chronic	Pain	by	Katie 
 Westman; principles of pain Management by dr. Willenbring)

Noise Reduction
2010 Quietness of the environment year end score = 49.11.   
Goal for 2011 is 54%.

the score represents the percent of patients that selected “always” 
on their satisfaction survey for the following question: 
 1.  during this hospital stay, how often was the area around   
   your room quiet at night?

the United nursing Research Council (nRC) presented evidenced-
based interventions to lower the noise levels in the hospital 
setting. interventions included: being aware of one’s own noise 
levels and keeping conversational volumes down, turning pagers 
and phones to vibrate when possible, providing ear plugs to 
patients, having noisy equipment serviced, and observation of 
“Quiet time” from 1445-1545 and 2245-2345 on inpatient units.  

the Council continued to reinforce the importance of respecting 
quiet time efforts by posting fliers on the units to remind staff, 
patients, and families about “Quiet time”. in addition, large posters 
were displayed in the United main lobby and hospital entrances, 
so all visitors and staff are aware of the efforts to impact the 
quietness of the hospital environment.  



 
 

Unit accomplishments
Birth Center
in an effort to decrease the negative affects for antepartal patients on bedrest, the Birth 
Center nurses collaborated with physical therapists to develop a dVd titled Moms-To-Be 
Exercise. 

the exercise dVd enables the Birth Center staff to better promote exercises that may 
help ease both physical and psychological stresses associated with bed rest, while 
increasing the patient’s perception of control. the dVd was designed for easy use as 
patients can independently perform the exercises at a time that is convenient for them, 
by simply watching dVd and following along as the model demonstrates each exercise. 
the Birth Center staff has found that bed rest patients tend to feel more empowered 
about their role in maintaining a healthy lifestyle even while on bed rest if they are 
instructed on body mechanics, positioning for comfort, and bed mobility.

the Birth Center assisted families in the delivery of 3,544 babies in 2010.

Breast Center 
United Hospital’s Breast Center received a three-year full accreditation designation by 
the national accreditation program for Breast Centers (napBC), a program administered 
by the american College of surgeons in november 2010. United Hospital’s Breast Center 
is one of only three in Minnesota to have earned this distinction.

accreditation by the napBC is only given to those centers that have voluntarily 
committed to provide the highest level of quality breast care and that undergo a 
rigorous evaluation process and review of their performance.

the napBC report on the United Hospital’s Breast Center survey congratulated the 
center for its strong leadership and multidisciplinary program.

Day Surgery Center 
the day surgery Center (dsC) is a “shared service” between United and Children’s 
hospitals and provides ambulatory surgical, minor procedure and radiation services for 
patients ages six months to geriatric. 

all dsC Rns and staff are cross-trained to care for both pediatric and adult patients and 
required to complete all Mandatory education for both United and Children’s Hospitals.

the dsC has eight operating rooms, both adult and pediatric preoperative and phase ii 
areas, and two post-anesthesia units for adult and pediatric patients. the dsC Rn scope 
of practice includes ear, nose, throat, eye, general gynecology, orthopedics, podiatry, 
neurology, urology, plastics, dental and endoscopy services. 

the dsC nurses and staff cared for 4,504 patients and provided surgical service to more 
than 200 surgeons.

6
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U n I t  A C C o M P l I s h M E n t s

Emergency Department
the emergency department’s (ed) 2010 accomplishments included stabilization 
(staB) team implementation, level iii trauma designation site visit and reducing 
the number of patients leaving without being registered. 

the staB team consists of nurses, doctors, and patient care attendants, with 
specific job duties, to care for critically ill patients. the staB team has improved 
communication and overall care for these patients because one leader, the 
physician, oversees the entire care process and each team member knows and 
understands their duties.  

the ed nurses, staff and physicians did a wonderful job during a level iii trauma 
designation site visit in november. the official notice on designation is expected 
in March. 

the ed reduced the number of patients being discharged without being 
registered to 3.9% from 8% by increasing communication between the ed 
and registration staff, analyzing and reporting on accurate data, and strong 
collaboration by the ed and registration leadership.

in 2010, the ed staff attended to 43,432 patients.  

Endoscopy and Interventional Radiology Departments
the endoscopy (Gi lab) and interventional Radiology departments co-exist and 
exemplify teamwork and collaboration.  

endoscopy managed patient flow for procedural areas on two different areas in 
the hospital to accommodate the ed expansion project.  to better manage and 
communicate between the two endoscopy areas and interventional Radiology 
(iR), the nurses and staff created a process where all charge Rns and patient care 
associates carry wireless phones. this improved communication and increased 
efficiency of patient admissions, lab draws, procedures, and transportation, which 
resulted in a seamless admission process. 

endoscopy staff cared for 4,400 patients in 2010.

in 2010, highly technical advanced therapeutic procedures were added to both 
gastrointestinal and pulmonary endoscopy.  

•	 Endoscopic	Bronchial	ultrasound	procedures	>	100	this	year.		 
•	 Bedside	tracheotomy	utilizing	the	bronchoscope	to	assist	the	surgeon	in		 	
 performing tracheotomies. 
•	 Added	the	newest	technology,	a	cholagioscopy	that	is	used	during 
 eRCp by the endoscopist to visualize the interior of the bile duct and to take  
 biopsies if necessary.

interventional Radiology has collaborated with surgery to perform more than 
40 abdominal aortic aneurysm (aaa) stent grafts this year.  this procedure is an 
endovascular procedure versus an open surgery which reduces length of stay, 
improves patient comfort and outcomes.  the team for this procedure involves, 
surgeon, Radiologist, iR nurses and technologists and oR nursing staff and 
anesthesia.

interventional Radiology provided service to nearly 200 patients per month in 
2010.
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Float Pool

the Rapid Response team (RRt) is one of the interventions launched in december 2004 by 
the institute for Healthcare improvement (iHi) in their save 100,000 lives Campaign.  

RRts have proven to decrease out-of- iCU/eR Code 99s, as well as in-hospital mortality rates.  
at United, the RRt consists of a Critical Care nurse and Respiratory therapist, who work in 
conjunction with either a resident physician from the UHs Family practice program, or the 
UHs House officer Md.  

From october 1, 2009-october 31, 2010, the RRt at United answered 1,435 calls and 
decreased the number of calls for Code Blue (outside of the intensive care units) by 37%. the 
RRt also responded to in-house stroke codes and assisted in the facilitation of family  

       member presence during a code. 

the iV Resource team was very active in 2010. the team started 8,049 iVs and 1,321 peripherally inserted central catheters from 
november 2009-2010.

an iV start pilot began on november 6, 2010. For the pilot, iV Resource began starting all inpatient iVs in the hospital and now 
provides 24/7 coverage.  a total of 1,094 iVs were placed in november of 2010.  this initiative continues in 2011. 

Infusion Center
the infusion center staff Rns recently completed chemotherapy training class to advance 
their skills and provide a much needed service in the infusion Center. this new skill allows 
the staff to provide three types of chemotherapies for a population of patients. all infusion 
Center Rns are now certified in chemotherapy.  

8

Patient Voices
 
I want to let you know what a wonderful job the staff in Geriatric Psychiatry is doing. They are very hard working nurses 
and doctors. I have observed how hard they work and think they should receive some recognition.

I tried to take care of my mom and could not do it anymore. The staff are taking care of about 10 to 12 patients a day, 
all patients who have mental health problems, which sometimes escalate into bigger problems that the patient cannot 
control. The nurses are wonderful at calming them down.

My mother’s doctor, a fantastic doctor, he told me my mom was severely depressed. I was so thankful for a diagnosis. 
Every doctor I took her to said they did not know what was wrong with her. One doctor wanted to send her to the 
nursing home and let her sit there. I am so thankful I came across your website and called.

The Case Manager is a great asset to your group also. She was able to understand my frustration of taking care of a sick 
elderly person and took the time to talk to me and was able to get her to the correct doctor.
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Mental Health Services
Mental Health services (MHs) major initiatives for 2010 included clinical work focused 
on the depressed patient, de-escalation and research efforts with the University of 
Minnesota. 

MHs began utilizing the patient Health Questionnaire (pHQ-9) to measure severity of 
depression of inpatients, which allows for comparison/outcome measurement in the 
outpatient setting. the unit has 91% compliance for eligible patients. plans are being 
devloped for optimizing care through discharge planning and transitions in primary care 
clinics.

MHs at United served as the pilot site for a new model of de-escalation training in an 
effort to reduce incidences of restraint and seclusion.  the Barbara schneider Foundation 
grant was received to develop tools and skills, using real actors for practice, for de-escalation. the MHs staff is 100% trained in 
these techniques and is working toward training the emergency department.

the MHs staff participated in a research project with the University of Minnesota with MHs staff nurses Kristine Faschingbauer 
and Wendy tempel as the principle investigators. the study, The use of seclusion: finding the voice of the patient to influence 
practice, focuses on recovery and healing capacities of individuals and families. identifying patient perceptions associated 
with the experience of seclusion enables these stories to be shared with mental health clinicians in an effort to change the 
culture.  as a result, this research may lead to proactive interventions to prevent, and therefore, reduce the use of seclusion in 
hospitalized psychiatric inpatients allowing for faster recovery.

MHs patient satisfaction increased by 15%  in 2010. 

Nasseff Heart Center
the nasseff Heat Center (nHC) 2010 
highlights include Joint Commission 
certification of the Heart Failure program, 
sponsoring an education fair, technology 
upgrades and community outreach efforts. 

the nHC is the first hospital in the state 
of Minnesota to receive Joint Commission 
certification for its Heart Failure program!  

the nHC Rn Unit Council sponsored the 
first education fair, which was attended by 
approximately 50 staff members. it was a 
joint effort between the telemetry and critical 
care units. the telemetry units provided 
educational posters on cardiac anatomy and 
procedures, revisions to the telemetry acuity 
descriptions and assignment guidelines, 
pre-procedural checklists, development of a 
care map for patients undergoing coronary 
angiograms, and a summary of the Rn Unit 
Council activities for 2010. 

several technological upgrades, inlcuding new telemetry monitors, have been implemented to better serve patients.  

the nHC staff demonstrated a commitment to supporting and giving back to the community through several volunteer 
activities such as Coats for Kids through the salvation army, a towel drive for Bridges, and preparing meals at the Ronald 
Mcdonald House. 
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SMOONE  
(Surgical Medicine Oncology Orthopedics Neuro-Epilepsy) 

Post surgical (2600) 
Unit 2600 worked on reducing falls in 2010. in these efforts, 2600 noted the majority of falls 
are associated to toileting needs and more falls occur during the shift change.  an action plan 
was developed based on those trends and scoring fall risk and taking the appropriate routine 
measures were continued.  in addition, more safety rounds by the pCas at shift change times 
(0700,1400,2300) were implemented. timed toileting and noting patients on timed toileting 
on assignment sheets was also implemented.  this has resulted in a significant decrease in 
falls related to toileting. 

the 2600 nursing staff was also committed to positively impacting the future of the nursing 
profession. the 2600 staff hosted nursing students for clinical rotations from Chippewa Valley, 
University of st. Catherine (two and four year programs) and University of south dakota. 
several nurses provided a variety of experiences for senior nursing students completing 
capstone projects. in addition, two nurses served as adjunct clinical instructors for students 
from the University of south dakota.

in an effort to give back to the community, 2600 staff focused on making a difference in the 
fight against hunger. see Community involvement on page 23 for details of these efforts.  

4500 Medicine
4500 Medicine was the first unit/department within allina facilities to adopt bedside 
barcoding for medication administration. the automated technology assists caregivers 
with verifying the five rights of medication administration, thereby acting as a safety net for 
patient and caregiver. the remainder of inpatient areas at United and allina go live in 2011. 

in addition, 4500 partnered with ecolab on a hand hygiene compliance monitoring system. 
the technology promotes the importance of handy hygiene giving the staff and patient 
protection against hospital acquired infections. 4500 will continue this partnership with 
ecolab in 2011.

oncology

the 2500 nursing staff continually demonstrated an engaging spirit and professionalism in 
striving for exceptional patient care experience.

the oncology Care Center developed unit specific use of integrated therapies to include 
massage therapy and aromatherapy. the nursing staff was educated and informed on 
resources for patient symptom management in collaboration with the use of integrated 
therapies, palliative care and aromatherapy.  the 2500 nursing staff actively participated in 
developing partnership with the patient pain management through participation in the pain 
Communication pilot designed to provide responsiveness to patient’s pain management 
needs.

accomplishments: 
•	 First	to	participate	in	the	Pyxis	blind	naracotic	count	test	of	change 
•	 Served	as	preceptors	to	nursing	students	with	capstone	projects 
•	 Improved	patient	satisfaction	scores	for	service	and	care 
•	 Participated	in	linen	and	wireless	communication	pilots 
•	 Served	the	community	through	outreach/support:	Hope	Lodge	donations	and	Making		
  strides for Breast Cancer
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orthopedics
the orthopedic Unit Council developed and provided educational resources for 
staff that helped the unit achieve goals for quality measures for surgical Care 
improvement project (sCip) and Core Measures for Heart Failure. this was a 
collaborative effort with pharmacy.

the resources included a handout on medications related to the heart failure 
core measures and sCip were developed in collaboration with pharmacy for the 
nursing staff. in addition, the staff instituted the sCip indwelling catheter removal 
guidelines. 

7900/20 neuro-Epilepsy
a 2010 goal for the neuro-epilepsy (ne) Rns was to improve patient and staff 
satisfaction. the ne Rns initiated a form for taking report and re-instituted 
meetings with the Minnesota epilepsy Group (MeG) for better communication. 
in addition, new equipment was added to improve the delivery of care. the 
equipment included a bladder scanner, blanket warmers, coffee machines for 
both units, eeG wiring on 7920, and a handicapped accessible bathroom on 7900.

1 1

Patient Voices
I want to let you know how appreciative and  

thankful I am  for the outstanding care I have received from the 
staff at United Hospital and Sister Kenny Rehabilitation Institute.

Last year, I was brought to United Hospital when I suffered a stroke and then also had 
grand mal seizures when I arrived in the Emergency Treatment facility. I spent about a week in 

Intensive Care, and the remainder of the month in the Sister Kenny Rehab unit. Everyone, without 
exception, who treated me was kind and considerate and very professional. Without such excellent care 

I most likely would not be functioning at all today. I am still receiving follow-up care from Sister Kenny 
Rehab Center – at United Hospital -- who continue to be professional and  outstanding in their services.  

I am fortunate to have been taken  to your hospital when I was very sick.

Today I am doing very well both physically and cognitively --- Thanks to the outstanding professional care I received from you.

Most of us tend to quickly complain when we think that things are not as we would like --- So I thought that when things are done so well it 
would be appropriate to express thanks and appreciation just as quickly.

I always now highly recommend United Hospital to anyone who unfortunately may need medical care services.
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Sister Kenny Rehabilitation Institute 
 
Recently 8940 staff received an award from Healthpartners for facilitating timely discharges. 
an increase in patient satisfaction and patient flow has resulted from nearly 50 percent of  
discharges occuring by 11 a.m. to prepare patients for discharge, the staff implemented 
an “achievement day” certificate, which is given to patients the day of discharge. it has 
become highly regarded by patients.

due to specific rehabilitation accreditation requirements, it is mandated the unit 
demonstrates an evacuation from the 8th floor to the street level via the stars. the 
Rehabiliation Unit Council, along with the safety department, developed a scenario and 
performed an evacuation drill using the brand new evacuslyde™.  the drill was a huge 
success and the unit council was impressed with the ease of the evacuslyde™. 

 
Surgical Services, Pre op, PACU

the pre-op unit and post-anesthesia units (paCU) have been merging to form one 
“peri-operative” unit throughout the previous two years. 

although challenging, cross-training staff to both units will improve patient satisfaction 
through continuity of care and further staff training and skill level.  as one of the first Rns 
to become a perioperative nurse, sharon Bjella stated, “i have really enjoyed meeting and 
admitting patients in the pre-op area and then being able to care for that same patient in 
the recovery room. it is very rewarding and the patients are grateful to see a familiar face.

United Hospital surgical services successfully met the 2010 surgical Care improvement 
project (sCip) goals with zero wrong site surgeries and procedure surgery counts. the 
overall score for sCip is an impressive 90.6%. Robotic cases totaled 540 in 2010, which is an 
increase from 358 in 2009.  a second robot was added in late 2010. 

the surgical services cared for 16,102 patients and acted as the training site for surgeons 
learning robotic surgery.  

United Pain Center
it was a year of change for outpatient pain management practice in 2010.  patient 
education received the highest attention.  

•	 RNs	were	instrumental	in	obtaining	a	Flare	book	and	tailoring	it	to	the	needs	of	our	pain 
 patients.  this book will be a resource for action our patients can use when desiring  
 options for pain flare.   
•	 Healing	education	was	initiated	in	our	recovery	room	area	with	a	quality	improvement 
 (Qi) project on the impact of positive words posted as a border on the wall.  this Qi   
 project included asking patients to fill out a questionnaire about the words. the results  
 from the questionnaire indicated a resounding positive effect of the words on patients’  
 post procedural pain, calmness and healing.

United pain Center cared for 14,050 patients during 2010.  
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Nursing Leadership
 

nursing leadership accomplishments for 2010 
included:

•	 Initiated	daily	morning	huddle	to	focus	on		 	
 patient flow and staffing.

•	 Focused	weekly	reviews	of	falls	and	patient		 	
 satisfaction. 

•	 Six	nursing	leaders	volunteered	at	Service 
 to Humanity Gala hosted by the United 
 Hospital Foundation.

•	 Volunteered	in	the	community	and	other		 	
 outreach initiatives.

Patient Voices
 
I am emailing you because your “Tell us how we’re doing” 
card did not have enough space to send my message.

I arrived at your hospital on 8/25/10 with a client of mine 
scheduled for surgery. We were greeted by smiles and 
welcomes from everyone from admissions to housekeeping.

I thought, “Well, they must be having a good day.” As the 
day progressed we were assisted by the desk coordinators, 
surgical teams, staff walking in the hallway, the cafeteria 
staff and on and on. I could not believe how kind and 
friendly your staff was! 

I worked for many years in a hospital and take clients in my 
current position to several different medical facilities. I can 
honestly say I have never been treated so well and seen such 
professionalism and kindness throughout.

     

   
I  recently was treated for a heart attack at United Hospital. 
I would like to thank your excellent staff for the speed 
and efficiency your heart team provided me during the 
procedure.

I was quickly transported to United by ambulance and given 
immediate care. While a stent was placed in my heart, a 
very caring nurse looked after my worried husband. She 
even assisted my husband with a phone call to our daughter 
relating the news.

In the ICU, I was continually monitored. The nursing staff 
always assured me I was in good hands. There were no 
beds available for a room, so I needed to stay an extra day 
in the ICU. The staff arranged for me to have family, friends 
and flowers during that time. The nurses on 3400 were 
terrific! I took a special liking to Judy, as she was extremely 
informative and personable with my care.

The Rehab department took time to discuss my lifestyle 
change and encourage daily workouts.

Thank you again for providing a safe and quality hospital 
with such excellent patient care.
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Consultation and resources
Administrative Supervisors

the administrative supervisor provides leadership at United Hospital on evening, night, 
weekend and holiday shifts when department managers are not on-site. administrative 
supervisors collaborate with patient care staff to determine what resources are needed 
for patients and to establish an admission plan that facilitates patient flow to ensure that 
patients in our community have access to care.

a key to meeting United’s mission is accepting all direct admissions from the emergency 
department. the administrative supervisors assess and plan for emergent needs as they 
arise, whether it is a patient care concern or a winter snowstorm that significantly impacts 
the number of available staff. 

administrative supervisors include Bruce Bogaard, Rn; Cheryl Grams, Rn; Kim Kocur, Rn, 
Mary Ricci, Rn; Judy schwarz, Rn and paulette szurek, Rn. Casual administrative supervisors  
include Charlene diegnau, Rn; Joann Hardegger, Rn; susan Koch, Rn; dan Richie, Rn, and 
Florida stevens, Rn.

Admission Nurses
the admission nurse role is to help facilitate patient flow through the emergency 
department and assist unit nursing staff with the admission process. in addition, they assist 
with the admission process as patients are transferred to inpatient units. the admission 
nurses, arlene simones, Rn, and linda aydt, Rn, averaged approximately 12-15 admissions 
per day.

  

Allina Learning & Development, United Hospital 

United Hospital maintains a site-based central education department to meet system and 
local needs. education services continues to support and promote nursing excellence 
through mandatory education, orientation, competency assessment, new product 
implementation and staff development. 

some core 2010 accomplishments included:

Rn/lpn Mandatory education day — 13 sessions•	

pCa Mandatory education day — 9 sessions•	

Quarterly self-study for nurses — now provided through e-learning; topics  •	
include new product implementation

Facilitation of allina-wide orientation and site specific orientation for nursing  •	
staff — 11 sessions

Maintaining core initial assessment of competency forms•	

Bls Certification/recertification classes — 19 sessions•	

susan Rainey

Molly Kaiser, Rn

lynn o’donnell, Rn

Gretchen Behrens

l-R: Kathy leveroos, Rn; Cheryl Grams, Rn  
and Judy schwarz, Rn.

Admission Nurses
the admission nurse role is to help facilitate patient flow through the emergency department and assist unit nursing staff with the 
admission process. in addition, they assist with the admission process as patients are transferred to inpatient units. the admission 
nurses, arlene simones, Rn, and linda aydt, Rn, averaged approximately 12-15 admissions per day.
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Care Management
Rn Care Coordinators are vital links who collaborate with  
the interdisciplinary team to ensure services are coordinated 
so patients receive the right care at the right time in the  
right setting. 

Care Coordinator accomplishments in this past year included: 

adding Care Coordinator services to the emergency •	
department 

Completing facilitator training for advance care •	
planning

Completing training in use of interQual criteria to ensure •	
patients were appropriately classified as ip, op or oBs

Managing the care for approximately 3,400 observation •	
and outpatients

Coordinating care for approximately 7,200 complex •	
medical patients

Facilitating about 250 family conferences •	

participating in about 1,400 multidisciplinary care •	
rounds

triaging and assigning about 5,200 admissions to UHs •	
Hospitalists

participating in hospitalwide strategies to optimize •	
length of stay resulting in an estimated cost savings of 
more than $1 million 

developing and implementing a program to reduce •	
heart failure readmissions from skilled nursing facilities. 
this exemplary professional practice was presented as a 
poster at the 2010 anCC Magnet™ Conference. 

8 of the 15 Rn Care Coordinators hold national •	
certification in their nursing specialty area or care 
management

 

ernest J. Bennett, 
Bsn, Rn-BC

lisa Chute, RnC

Rebecca Braden, 
Bsn, Rn-BC

sharon Carlson, 
Bns, Rn-BC

Jane designor, Rn, 
Ban

Wendy dording, Rn

Barbara Jacobs, Rn, 
Bsn, MHa

Cindy Godfrey, Bns, 
Rn-BC

Kathleen Grabowski, 
Bsn, Rn-BC

stephen Heselton, 
Rn, Bsn

Kay peterson, 
Rn-BC

lisa ponto, Rn, Bsn

Catherine salchow, 
Bsn, oCn

Mary schiltgen, 
Bsn, Rn-BC

peggy speaker, Rn, 
Bsn
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RN Utilization Management Specialists 

the utilization managent (UM) specialists are Rns who guide and evaluate appropri-
ateness and medical necessity of admissions, length of stay, discharge practices, use of 
professional medical and hospital services and related factors contributing to effective 
resource and service utilization.

the UM specialists also ensure compliance with regulatory standards and third-
party payer requirements for utilization management. the UM specialists conduct 
concurrent patient care reviews utilizing interQual utilization review criteria. Utilization 
management activities include identification of cases or patterns of overutilization, 
underutilization or ineffective scheduling of resources. the UM specialists review and 
process payer denials, continued stay reviews and UtMedicare discharge appeals. 
Quarterly reports of utilization activities are reported to the Best of practice Quality 
Council. 

E d U C At I o n A l 
o f f E r I n g s

advanced topics in •	
critical care

adjunct faculty for •	
the University of 
st. Catherine’s 

at the bedside: a •	
review of a Birth 
Center patient’s 
story

deep Brain •	
stimulation/Vagal 
nerve stimulator 
lunch-n-learn 

Hosted •	
presentation by 
Barbara drew, Md, 
at nurses’ Week

neuro assessment •	
for nurses at River 
Falls area Hospital

novice to expert •	

presentation

planner for •	
the national 
association of 
Cns affiliate 
conference

Magnet national •	
Conference

preceptorship of •	
nursing students

schwartz Rounds •	
panel participant

therapeutic •	
communication 
skills

tpa education for •	
the iCU

United Hospital •	
nRp coordinator 
 
 
 
 

C A r E

Co-chair Holistic •	
nursing Council

decreasing •	
length of stay 
and evaluating 
therapeutic pass 
use on MH

Facilitate •	
interdisciplinary 
rounds

Falls prevention •	
work on MH and 
Medicine

iCU Family support •	
Group

initiating the •	
Merry Walker on 
8900

site investigator •	
for the pUlse trial  
 
 

Utlization Management specialists: Robin Riggs, 
Rn, Glory shackett, Rn, and Michelle swenson, 
administrative assistant.

 

Clinical Nurse Specialists (CNS)

the clinical nurse specialists (Cns) are advanced practice nurses 
with graduate preparation at the master’s level. they are clinical 
experts in specialty areas of nursing practice and the delivery of 
evidence-based nursing interventions.  they are a valuable resource 
for clinical practice, teaching, research, consultation, assessment 
and management of patient needs. 

laura donatelle, Rn Melissa Fritz, Rn

susan Gatzert-snyder, 
Rn

Jody liese, Rn

Christie Frid, Rn

Julie sabo, Rn

Mary Goering, Rn

Katie Westman, Rn
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Diabetes Resource
the diabetes resource Rns, as part of the diabetes management group,  
focused on reducing the length of stay for patients with diabetes  
by more than a half day in 2010. 

the diabetes management group  has also worked with volunteers 
to assess the needs of the patients who have diabetes, specifically 
regarding education, knowing and understanding their 
a1C lab results. More than 90 percent of the surveyed patients 
have reported their needs are being met regarding 
diabetes education, and an understanding of their lab results.

in 2010, the diabetes inpatient care program received accreditation 
by the Joint Commission.

 

Palliative Care 

palliative care is a multidisciplinary specialty focused on relieving pain and symptoms and emotional and spiritual suffering of advanced 
illness while supporting individuals and their families with complex medical decision making. 

integration of palliative care principles in the iCUs is being worked into the communication around care goals and symptoms and nursing 
documentation on the daily rounding template. this was the doctoral work of laura lathrop and a nurse-led quality improvement project. 
the United team is also advancing supportive care consults for persons with  heart failure to clarify ongoing care goals and advanced care 
planning. the palliative team is a bridge to the community palliative are providers as well as end-of-life care provided by hospice. 

the United Hospital palliative Consult service providers include eric anderson, Md, laura lathrop, dnp, np, darla lindquist, np, and tom 
davis, Mdiv. 

  
Wound Ostomy Nurse Clinicians
the Wound ostomy nurse clinician strives to improve patient outcomes by providing 
pre and post operative education and collaborating on research and evidence-based practice, innovation 
and education. anita Carteaux is certified in wound and ostomy. 

the Wound ostomy nurse Clinician cared for 185 inpatients and had 85 outpatient visits 
 in 2010. 

patty long, Rn, Cde and Richard shank, 
Md. not pictured: sue truhler, Rn, Cde

anita Carteaux, Rn, Bs, CWoC

(CNS) continued

P o l I C I E s/P r o C E d U r E s/
A d M I n I s t r At I V E

Content lead for policies/procedures •	
within specialty areas

Credentialing for allied Health  •	
 
 

Q UA l I t y I M P r oV E M E n t Co M M I t t E E s:

allia oB optimization steering team •	
and Workgroup chair

allina induction of labor subcommittee, •	
Chair and UH lead

ed ischemic & Hemorrhagic stroke •	
Review, chair

Formation of trauma program•	

diabetes•	

Heart failure•	

lead for core measures •	

Mn department of Human services: •	
Mn perinatal practices advisory Group, 
member

neuroscience Best of practice, chair•	

pyxis implementation on dsC•	

septic shock consultation•	
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Quality Case Consultants
two quality case consultants were hired in 2010 to provide quality 
improvement service to the clinical departments in addition to the 
medical staff function. anne Kelly, Rn, and angie Meillier, Rn, join 
april Christensen, Rn, and pat dillinger, Rn, to provide expertise 
in data, analysis and quality improvement to assist in achieving 
quality improvement goals. 

they also work with the medical staff departments on physician 
quality indicators for credentialing, ongoing professional practice 
evaluation and focused professional practice evaluation. these 
quality case consultants also support the regulatory work to 
achieve our Joint Commission certifications of diabetes, stroke and 
heart failure. 

Patient Experience 
Mary Jo Wolters, Rn, leads the patient experience team to use 
patient satisfaction survey results to improve the satisfaction of 
our patients. Wolters works with staff and leaders across allina to 
improve patients’ experience as measured by HCaHps and aVataR 
patient satisfaction survey scores. 
 
risk and Patient safety Manager
anne Rusch, Rn, is the Risk and patient safety manager at United. 
Rusch works with the patient representatives Jennifer abraham 
and lori amundson, to respond to patient concerns and identify 
trends for improvement in patient interactions. Rusch is United’s 
liaison to the law department for any legal issues or potential 
litigation case. 

as critical events may occur, Rusch leads the key stakeholders in an 
event review that includes discussion of lessons learned and action 
plans that will prevent recurrence. she is a leader in patient safety 
and identifies opportunities for improvement using data that are 
submitted by staff via the patient Visitor safety Report. 

Infection Preventionists
Cindy Bryant, Rn, and Cheri talsness, Rn, are United’s infection 
preventionists. they partner with staff and physicians to implement 
the best practices to keep patients safe from infection.  
 

C o n s U l t A t I o n s  A n d  r E s o U r C E s

Cindy Bryan, Rn, Bs, CiC, and Cheri 
talsness, Rn, Ma, CiC
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Quality and Safety Department

Front row (left to right): angie Meillier, Rn, QCC, Claudia Gray, project 
specialist, and Jennifer abraham, patient representative. Back row: 
lori amundson patient representative; anne Rusch, Rn, Risk & safety 
manager, lenore day, director, Mary Jo Wolters, Rn, site lead patient 
experience, anne Kelly, Rn, QCC, april Christensen, Rn, QCC, and 
patricia dillinger, Rn, QCC (quality case consultant)
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rN Demographics

Patient Demographics
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Number of Registered Nurses at United Hospital ...............1,171 

Advanced Practice Registered Nurses

Clinical Nurse Specialists/Clinical Practice Coordinators 
Cardiovascular .................................................................................................................1
General ...............................................................................................................................1
Medical surgical:  ............................................................................................................1
perioperative ....................................................................................................................1
Mental Health ..................................................................................................................1
neuroscience ...................................................................................................................1

Nurse Practitioners 
Breast Center ....................................................................................................................1
emergency deaprtment ...............................................................................................3
nHC .....................................................................................................................................2
pain Clinic ..........................................................................................................................3
palliative Care ...................................................................................................................2

Certifications from Specialty Nursing Organizations: ...........245

Registered Nurse Vacancy and Turnover rates (12-month average) 
Vacancy:  ................................................................................................................... 6.2 %
turnover: .................................................................................................................. .57 %

Registered Nurses by Degree
associate degree/diploma:.....................................................................................563
Baccalaureate degree: ..............................................................................................488
Master’s degree: ........................................................................................................... 23
doctorate degree: ..........................................................................................................1

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Key

White

african/african american/Black

Hispanic

asian/pacific islander

native american alaskan

not identified

More than two ethnicities

ethnic Make-up of United Hospital Rns

american indian or 
alaska native

patient declined

asian

Black or african american

native Hawaiian or other 
pacific islander

no Race description

White

age 15-24 
Female  72.3%, Male 27.7%

age 25-34 
Female  83.9%, Male 16.1%

age 35-44 
Female  67.5%, Male 32.5%

age 45-54  
Female 53.2%, Male 46.8%

age 55-64 
Female  50.3% Male 49.7%

age 65-74 
Female  56.5%, Male 43.5%

age 75+ 
Female  67.8%, Male 32.2%

2010 Statistics
Total Number of Inpatients 24,779

Total Female Inpatients 15,739

Total Male Inpatients 9,040
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Celebrations

2010 excellence in Nursingawards
Excellence in nursing recipients 

2010 ExCELLENCE IN NURSINg NOMINEES

pat stoj, RnC 
2600

Mickie Fischbach, lpn  
2600

Christie Frid, Rn, oCn  
oncology,

Karen argo, Rn
Float

nancy ingham, RnC
Birth Center

Karen argo, rN, Float

amy Bidinger, rN, Float

Jean Bonn, rN, Float

Jolyn Brakke-Johnson, rN, MHs

Connie Brewer, rN, Ortho 

linda Brockway, lPN, MHs 8900

Dawn Burdette, rN, 4400/4940

annah Carlson, rN, Float

lisa Chute, rN, Care Coordinator

allan Dahl, rN, MHs 8900

linda DuBe, rN, iCU

Bunny engeldorf, rN, MHs

Kristine Fashingbauer, rN, MHs

Mickie Fischbach, lPN, 2600

Heidi Framsted, rN, 2600

Chris Frank, rN, CMt/iCU

Christie Frid, rN, Oncology

Melissa Fritz, rN, Neuroscience

ruth Gichuru, rN, Float

Cindy Godfrey, rN, Care Coordinator

Mary Goering, rN, Birth Center

shari Hague, rN, 2300

Deanna Hoehn, rN, 3400

Mary Hoffman, rN, sKi 8940

Christine Hunter, rN, 2600

Jackie ikobe, rN, 4400/4900

Nancy ingham, rN, 2300

Barb Jacobs, rN, Care Coordinator

Carol Kelly, rN, 4400/4940

laurel Kloskin, rN, 2400

Jeanne Krypel, rN, iCU

Julie larson, rN, iCU

riva larson, rN, Float

Pacsha leBarron, rN, iCU

Margaret (Maggie) lecy, rN, 3300

Jenna Majewski, rN, Or

Justin Maki, rN, iV resource

Georgine Malone, rN, iCU

Porichia Manley, lPN, sKi, 8940

Dawn Matter, rN, iCU

edwin Mekenye, rN, iCU

Clareen Metcalf, rN, iCU

alicia Miller, rN, iCU

Mary Milligan, rN, Float

lisa Mills, rN, 2400

sue Nelson, rN, endoscopy

Vickie Nguyen, rN, 2400

Pema Norbu, rN, 4500

Jeff Nordell, rN, Float

Queen Obasi, rN, Float

ann O’Boyle, rN, infusion Center

Cindy O’Brien, rN, 4500

Ginny Oskey, rN, MHs

tammy Quade, rN, 2500

Cheryl regan, rN, 2400

Kathy rivard, rN, 3300

Dale russ, rN, MHs

suad saleh, rN, Float

Marilyn sales, rN, MHs

Catherine sanders, rN, Float

Coleen scheffknecht, rN, 4500

Kathy shimada, rN, 3500

Nicole sickmann, rN, 4500

ruth sirek, rN, 2500

Pat stoj, rN, 2600

Kathy thompson, rN, 2600

Chris tupy, rN, 3300

anna Uremovich, rN, 2400

Cynthia Van Osdale, rN, 2400

Colleen Vance, rN, iCU

Julie Wynn, rN, Float

 leadership lpn practice Jane Kostecka Rn practice ann shiely   
  and teamwork teaching and Mentoring and service Community involvement
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rN Certifications New in 2010
ANCC-American Nurses Credentialing 
Center, Cardiac Vascular

Wanda Foster, nHC telemetry•	

ANCC-American Nurses Credentialing 
Center, Adult Clinical Nurse Specialist

Melissa Fritz, neuroscience•	

Jody leise, perioperative•	

Katie Westman, Med-surg•	

ANCC-American Nurses Credentialing 
Center, Med-Surg Certification

Carol Kelly, nHC telemetry •	

ANCC- Pain Management 
Certification

Chris timm-Hughes, pain Center•	

Jessica leMay, oncology•	

ANCC-Psych-Mental Health Certification
sherry King, MHs•	

Aromatherapist
denise Joswiak, Birth Center•	

CCRN-Critical Care Registered Nurse
lisa larson, iCU•	

CNOR-Certified Nurse Operating Room
tara peacock, Main oR•	

Joanne Villard, Main oR•	

lucy Zeilinger, Main oR•	

CRNI-Certified Registered Nurse Infusion
linda phalen, Float pool•	

HNC-Holistic Nurse Certification
natalie lozano, sKi Rehab•	

ICBE-International Childbirth Educator
Rebecca Hauser, Birth Center•	

NCC-Inpatient Obstetrics Nursing
pam Benert, Birth Center•	

Kim Braeger, Birth Center•	

Robin Fontaine, Birth Center•	

theresa logajan, Birth Center•	

Corrie McKeen, Birth Center•	

ann olson, Birth Center•	

tami schribner, Birth Center•	

NCC-Maternal Newborn 
lisa tran, Birth Center•	

OCN-Oncology Certified Nurse
Kelly Young, oncology•	

TCNN-Trauma Certified Nurse 
diane tveten, ed•	

nursing specialty certification is another way for nurses to demonstrate their 
commitment to advancing their knowledge and skills to provide excellent 
patient care and promote the profession of nursing. 



C E l E B r A t I o n s
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Associate Degree 

Chippewa Valley technical College
Cathy seifert, sKi Rehab•	

Baccalaureate Degree

Augsburg College
Kristine Faschingbauer, MHs•	

suzanne Haider, Main oR•	

Jacqueline ikobe, nHC telemetry•	

Jessica leMay, Medicine•	

laura Mitricska, neuro/epilepsy•	

lisa savard, Medicine•	

sonia schaeffer, Medicine•	

elizabeth stockton, allina Home Care•	

Metro state
linda anderson, Main oR •	

education advancement

Kristine Faschingbauer, Rn, Katherine •	
dendford dreves Research Grant from 
MnaF and United nursing education 
Fund

teresa French, Rn, CCU, United nursing •	
education Fund

Melissa Fritz, Rn, practice & Research, •	
United nursing education Fund

Mary Goering, Rn, practice & Research, •	
United nursing education Fund

Beth Hall, Genetic Counselor Maternal •	
Fetal Medicine, United nursing 
education Fund 

lisa Haviland, Rn, endoscopy, United •	
nursing education Fund

Robin Henderson, Rn, Main oR, United •	
nursing education Fund

denise Joswiak, Rn, Birth Center, •	
United nursing education Fund

lisa smith, Rn, Bs, 2009 MnaF •	
scholarship

Wendy tempel, Rn, MHs, Katherine •	
dendford dreves Research Grant from 
MnaF

angela ikeri, Rn, sKRi 8940, United •	
nursing education Fund

Jessica leMay, Rn, oncology, United •	
nursing education Fund

susan loushin, Rn, practice & Research, •	
United nursing education Fund

Kristen Rydberg, HUC, emergency •	
department, United nursing education 
Fund

Wendy tempel, Rn, MHs, United •	
nursing education Fund

Katie Westman, Rn, practice & •	
Research, United nursing education 
Fund

tina olson, Rn, Birth Center, United •	
Hospital Foundation Grant

deb tschida, Rn, ed, Uncommon •	
Caring award 2010

Honors/scholarships

Master’s Degree

Bethel University
ekua taylor Kregel, Birth Center Ms, nursing leadership & education •	

University of Minnesota
Melissa Fritz, Ms, advanced practice nursing-adult Cns•	

Katie Westman, Ms, advanced practice nursing-adult Cns•	

University of st. thomas
anne Rusch, Quality & safety, Mini-MBa•	

Walden University
tarloh Quiwonkpa, emergency dept., Ms nursing informatics•	

Winona state University
Christie Frid, Ms, advanced practice nursing-adult Cns•	

Jody leise, Ms, advanced practice nursing-adult Cns•	

Doctorate

University of Minnesota
laura lathrop, palliative Care, doctor of nursing practice •	
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Community involvement
united Hospital nurses and nursing leadership are committed to helping the community we serve. 
Here are just a few examples of local and global outreach demonstrating that commitment.

2 3

adopt-a-family

advocate House

aFl/Cio

africa diet

american Cancer association

american Cancer society Making  
strides against Breast Cancer event

augsbyrg nursing Center

Backpack drive for school supplies

Band at Confirmation Camp

Big Brother Big sister

Boy scouts

Breast Cancer Walk

Bridging

Camp nurse

Camp tamarack

Caring Bridge

Caring Hands

Children’s Center

Coats for Kids

Community emergency response teams

Community canoe trips

Course Marshal at a local triathalon

Crocheting prayer shawls

CURe Ministry

dorothy day Center 

east Metro project Homeless Connect

Family place

Feed My starving Children

Food drive

Friends in need Food shelf•	

Hugo Good neighbors•	

Merriam park Food shelf•	

salvation army•	

Foot Care ministries

Gave blood

Girl scout Brownie troop 53205

Healing touch 

Highland Friendship Club

Hockey

Holiday Helper

Homeless 

Hugo Business association

Hugo lions Club

Humane society

listening House

lymphoma leukemia Multiple  
Myeloma support Group

lymphoma Research Foundation

lyngblomsten senior apartments

Massage therapy 

Meals on Wheels

Medical Missions

Guatemala•	

Haiti•	

namibia•	

nigeria•	

peru•	

pine Ridge, south dakota•	

Uganda•	

Metrodome First aid team

Minnesota Holistic nursing

Minnesota nurses association

Minnesota ovarian Cancer alliance

Minnesota stroke association

Minnesota teen Challenge

Multiple sclerosis society

national night out

open arms

operation Christmas Child

pancreatic Cancer network

project Homeless Connect

purple Ride

Ramsey County Medical Reserve Corps

Red Cross 

Relay for life

Religious organizations

Crosse pointe Community Church •	

Falcon Heights United Church of Christ •	

First Baptist Church of Hudson•	

Grace of God lutheran Church •	

King of Kings •	

st. andrews lutheran Church•	

st. patrick’s Church•	

st. odilia’s Community Church•	

svea lutheran Church•	

transfiguration Catholic school & •	
Church

Unity Unitarian Church•	

Unnamed Churches•	

Ronald Mcdonald House

schools

east Ridge High school Girls soccer •	
ellsworth school system 

e.p. Rock elementary school (book fair •	
coordinator)

expo elementary•	

High school volleyball concessions•	

Highland elementary•	

Hudson Middle school•	

seas bell choir

second Harvest Heartland

st. Mary’s Health Clinics

summer stretch

susan Komen’s Run for the Cure

three angels Fund

twin City Marathon

United Hospital Foundation 

Warm Hearts for Charity

Washington County jail

Well With in advisory committee

Women’s advocates



Float Pool Volunteers at  
Feed My Starving Children 
Float pool staff, leaders and their families and friends volunteered 
with Feed My starving Children (FMsC) in packing formula-
enriched food to be shipped to children throughout the world. 
FMsC is a nonprofit organization whose mission is to provide a 
meal formulated specifically for starving children and ships food 
to more than 70 countries. 

Nasseff Heart Center Collects  
Towels for Bridges and Coat Drive
nasseff Heart Center (nHC) collected more than 500 towels for 
Bridges of Bloomington and Roseville. Bridges is a nonprofit 
organization that provides the economically disadvantaged with 
a one-time gift of quality furniture and household items. they 
serve 15 families a day, five days a week. nHC also collected 78 
coats for a Coats for Kids drive. in addition, fifteen staff members 
volunteered at the salvation army to help give the coats to the 
kids. they distributed 600 coats that day!

2600 Fight Against Hunger 

del Conrad, Rn, staff nurse, traveled to the impoverished neigh-
borhood of tramo in the philippines. Conrad and her family 
provided 150 families with a week’s worth of food and held a 
spaghetti feed for the children. this is now an annual event.

linda Clute, Rn, aCM, traveled to namibia, africa, on a health 
care mission trip. the trip included feeding large numbers of 
children, providing formula for dozens of infants of HiV positive 
women and providing food parcels to approximately 175 families. 
donations totaling nearly $2,000 from 2600 staff members helped 
make this possible. 

a thanksgiving food drive was held on 2600 for local food shelves 
of second Harvest Heartland. the unit’s goal of 300 pounds of 
food was surpassed. Food was collected and delivered to second 
Harvest Heartland by 2600 staff. 

Birth Center Collaborates with  
Women’s Advocate Center
the United Hospital Birth Center, led by labor and delivery 
staff nurse Mary ann Russo, is collaborating with the Women’s 
advocate Center that serves abused and homeless women and 
children of st. paul.

the families served by the Women’s advocate Center usually 
arrive at the shelter without any belongings. the shelter  
provides a safe place for families to stay, along with food, personal 
hygiene products, clothing, linens and baby supplies. they are 
connected with an advocate to help them get back on their feet 
the Birth Center staff has found this collaboration a meaningful 
opportunity to make a difference in the lives of women and 
children experiencing a time of crisis. 

C o M M U n I t y  I n V o l V E M E n t
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Project Homeless Connect
the 2010 east Metro project Homeless Connect (pHC), held at 
the saint paul River Centre, gave the opportunity for individuals 
experiencing homelessness or at risk for homelessness to 
connect with health care professionals, legal services and other 
social services they may otherwise not be able to receive.

thirteen United Hospital employees, including nurses and 
interdisciplinary staff, volunteered their time and talents to 
provide a Wellness Fair for the one-day, one-stop event. United 
staff worked in partnership with Health Care for the Homeless 
and provided blood pressure, BMi and blood glucose screenings, 
stroke education, foot care and wellness education. More than 
1,500 individuals attended pHC and the United Hospital Wellness 
Fair served approximately 200 of the guests. 

National Night Out
Millions of people celebrate national night out across the nation 
with festivals and block parties. this year, for the first time, more 
than 100 of our neighbors in the irvine-pleasant-Ramsey Block 
Club took over the street to celebrate national night out.

Fourteen United Hospital nurses volunteered their time that 
evening, providing blood pressure screening and educating our 
neighbors about a healthy lifestyle.

Making Strides Against Breast Cancer
in celebration of Breast Cancer awareness Month in  

october, United Hospital Breast Center sponsored the survivor 
tent at the 2010 american Cancer society Making strides against  
Breast Cancer walk. on a personal note, an oncology nurse shares 

her personal reasons for why she supports the event. 

Every night I go to work and help patients deal with their  
cancer diagnosis, the effects of their chemo, the emotions of  
why me and dealing with their own mortality. By joining the   

American Cancer Society on their Making Strides Against  
Breast Cancer walk, I was able to be on a different side of cancer.  

I was able to be a part of trying to prevent breast cancer by providing 
public awareness and raising money to find a cure. This walk brought 

my fellow teammates and I closer together. As we walked and  
shared our stories with one another we grew as friends, as co-workers, 

and there is a bond that makes us want to work better together,  
and gives us a new perspective of where the other is coming from. 

2 5
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Cultural responsiveness
United Hospital Hosted Educational Opportunity 
on IV Therapy for Latin American Clinicians
a group of seven latin american nurses and physicians recently spent half 
a day at United Hospital observing and learning about iV therapy protocols, 
equipment and best practices.

linda phalen, Rn, CRni, assistant clinical manager of the Float pool, 
presented “save the line: preventing Catheter-Related Bloodstream 
infections” and demonstrated the equipment and supplies utilized by 
United. the group then went on a hospital tour for the group and arranged 
shadowing experiences with nurses in the CV lab/sdiU, Gi lab/iR, infusion 
Center and with the iV resources nurses. the clinicians were very impressed 
with the skill and knowledge of the staff nurses.  

“i only have words of thanks and appreciation for the marvelous learning 
opportunity that you provided to several latin america clinicians on May 13 
at United Hospital. the latin america clinicians were very impress (sic) with 
the patient safety approach and iV therapy standards in your institution. 
You should be proud of your team and health care organization. thank you 
so much for your professionalism, educational skills and availability,” said 
Gaston Cartagena, skin and wound care international educator, 3M.

Emerging Trends in Health Care Sponsored by the 
MNA Labor Management Committee 
United Hospital employees had a special opportunity to dialogue with  
Kao Kalia Yang, author of The Latehomecomer: A Hmong Family Memoir, 
on dec. 17, 2010. Ms. Yang captivated the audience with the story of her 
family’s heartbreaking history through the bomb-infested forests of laos to 
a refuge camp in thailand and finally through treacherous territory as a first 
generation Hmong family in america. 

the latino Gang Unit of the st. paul police department presentated State of 
the Streets: An overview of Latino gangs and gang culture for the second part 
of the day. officers tony spencer, tim pinoiemi and Matt st. sauver shared 
their experiences and knowledge about latino gangs. they illustrated, 
through stories and pictures, the risk factors for gang membership, current 
latino gang trends and culture, importance in identifying gangs and gang 
activity and impact of gang violence on community health. 

Emergency Department and Birth Center 
Implement Computer Interpreter, Martti

the emergency department (ed) and Birth Center were introduced to 
Martti, a computer provided by interpretive services used when patient 
information is needed in order to emergently deliver proper care to non 
english speaking patients. there are approximately150 languages and 
dialects available through this service to aid in quick communication with 
patients and families. this eliminates waiting for an interpreter to arrive on 
site. Martti has been a wonderful addition to the ed and Birth Center teams.
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C U l t U r A l  r E s P o n s I V E n E s s

Allina Interpreter Services

linguistic support for United hospital

number of on-site requests:  8,858  number of telephone interpretations: 1,328 

Video Remote interpretation:  400   total number of requests:  9,186

spanish 3,347

Hmong 1,955

Russian 818

somali 549

asl 496

arabic 211

tigrinya 210

Vietnamese 204

amharic 182

Karen 177

Cambodian 160

oromo 91

Chinese Mandarin 68

lao 48

Chinese Cantonese 46

Korean 44

Burmese 38

Hindi 22

egyptian 21

French 19

portuguese 17

arabic/lebanese 14

tibetan 12

Ukrainian 10

italian 9

nepalese 8

Gujarati 6

turkish 6

Malayalam 5

swahili 5

Farsi 4

Filipino 4

Georgian 4

Bosnian 3

Croatian 3

Romanian 3

serbian 3

Bassa 1

Bengali 1

Creole 1

Croatian 1

dutch 1

Flemish 1

italian 1

Kisii 1

Kono 1

Krahn 1

latvian 1

Mada/Cameroonian 1

Mongolian 1

nepali 1

portuguese 1

telugu 1

twi/akan 1

Yiddish 1

 



Professional Development

Professional development encompasses all types of facilitated learning opportunities, ranging from college degrees to 
formal coursework, conferences and informal learning opportunities situated in practice. united Hospital employs 
a professional development specialist who works with leadership and staff to offer a wide variety of opportunities for 
the personal and professional growth and development of the nursing staff.

enrichment classes are not mandatory but instead assist the professional nurse in enhancing 
knowledge and skills. the classes met the Minnesota Board of nursing requirements for contact 
hours toward re-licensure and the american nurses Credentialing Center (anCC) continuing 
education requirements toward re-certification in a nursing specialty. 

Many of the enrichment classes are also available on saBa so that nurses unable to attend a 
program could take advantage of the learning opportunities. Here are some of the enrichment 
offerings in 2010:
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12-lead eCG interpretation and Case studies with Barbara •	
drew, Rn, phd, University of California, san Francisco

international nurses night (May and december)•	

pain Management with todd Hess, Md•	

the Ghost in the Room (sepsis) with lee toman, Md•	

abdominal pain-bowel obstruction and incarcerated bowel •	
with Judith Grisard, Md

Refworks and literature searches with allina librarians•	

trends in Bariatric surgery with William Rupp, Md•	

Robotic prostatectomy with John savage, Md, and  •	
eric english, Md

neurorestoration: past present and future with  •	
peter pahapill, Md

stroke imaging Update with tedd passe, Md•	

emotional and Behavioral Changes after a stroke with  •	
niloufar Hadidi, phd, Rn, aCns-BC, FaHa

Brain tumor education with Kathy Maier, Rn, CnRn•	

taking the Mystery out of Bone Marrow transplants with  •	
Craig W.s. Howe, Md

deep Brain stimulation with Jody leise, Rn, Ms, aCns-BC•	

Vagal nerve stimulator with Kathy Maier, Rn, CnRn•	

developing Resiliency with Verlyn Hemmen, dMin•	

Ways of Knowing transcultural Herbal Healing with  •	
Kristin McHale, Rn, Ma, pHn, lsn

Health literacy with susan loushin, Rn, Ma•	

iV therapy: the Road to successful iV starts with  •	
linda phalen, Rn, CiRn

educational Groups: Becoming an effective Group leader  •	
with susan Gatzert-snyder, Rn, Ms, pMHCns-BC

distress tolerance toolkit with Jean sershen, Ma, lpC•	

introduction to dialectical Behavioral therapies with  •	
Jeannine Myrvik, liCsW

the emotional Mind: the limbic system with  •	
nadya trytan, Ma, Rdt/BCt

autism: Update on definition with Frances Go, Md•	

susan loushin, Rn, professional 
development specialist

2010 Enrichment Offerings
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Nursing grand Rounds
the purpose of nursing grand rounds (nGR) is to provide a forum for sharing clinical 
expertise, research and evidence-based education on trends and issues that effect 
nursing care and practice. each nGR is 30 minutes in length and repeated several 
times during the day. in addition, many topics were recorded and placed on the 
allina learning Management system so nurses could still take advantage of the 
enrichment education even if unable to attend in person. the 2010 topics were:

“save the line” with linda phalen, Rn, CiRn•	

 “Unraveling pain” with Katie Westman, RnC, Ms, aCns-BC•	

“aromatherapy” with denise Joswiak, RnC, CCap•	

“ differentiating delirium from dementia” with Jody leise, Rn, Ms, aCns-BC, and  •	
susan Gatzert-snyder, Rn, Ms, pMHCns-BC

Schwartz Care Rounds

schwartz Center Rounds is a multi-disciplinary forum where clinical caregivers discuss difficult emotional and social issues that 
arise in caring for patients.  the forums remind caregivers of how to practice compassionate medicine and help in strengthening 
the relationship between patients and caregivers.  United Hospital was the first hospital in the twin Cities to implement these 
rounds.  United Hospital facilitated the first session, of seven, schwartz Center Rounds on March 25, 2010.

an average of 92 participants attended each session and included staff from all disciplines throughout the hospital ranging from 
nurses, physicians, residents, social workers, care coordinators, nurse practitioners, clinical nurse specialists, respiratory therapy, 
pharmacy, chaplains, dieticians, security, management, etc. the forum is dr. eric anderson, Medical director of the palliative Care 
program and Chair of the ethics Committee at United Hospital and moderated by Verlyn Hemmen, d. Min., program Manager of 
spiritual Care and pastoral education at United Hospital.  topics/themes covered in 2010 included:  

P r o f E s s I o n A l  d E V E l o P M E n t

Professional Development Fairs
United Hospital nurses had several opportunities to explore ways to enhance their nursing careers in 2010.

each month a different college or university from the twin Cities adult education association (tCaea) hosted a table outside the •	
cafeteria.

the tCaea hosted three education fairs where more than 10 college and university representatives offered information on nursing •	
programs from the associate degree level through the doctorate level. 

nursing specialty certification was promoted through two fairs and a table outside the cafeteria. nurses had an opportunity to learn •	
more about how certification benefits nurses, patients and the profession. ten different certification preparation classes or study 
groups were offered through allina and United in 2010. 

•	 Young	mother	with	fatal	illness	and 
 concerns related to culture and young   
 children 

•	 OB	Surgical	Emergency	

•	 When	staff	feel	threatened

•	 Renal	failure:		Wegener’s			 	
 Granulomatosis resulting in end stage  
 renal disease in a 20-year-old

•	 Working	with	families	to	determine	end		
 of life care 

•	 Sharing	tragic	news	with	patients	and		
 families 

•	 Discharging	patients:		Why	I	don’t	stop		
 worrying

“the attendees have commented about how important it is to express their feelings, relate it to their own experience, and reinforce the 
common humanity of caregivers as well as patients and families,” said Jeff Wicklander, Vice president, patient Care.  the evaluations from 
the 2010 schwartz Center Rounds were overwhelmingly positive with 83% participants saying it is valuable and they plan to attend 
another session.



Tuition Reimbursement
tuition reimbursement allows eligible nurses to obtain, maintain 
or improve their professional capacities through participation in 
courses of study at accredited colleges or universities, attendance 
at seminars and conferences and  at accredited organizations for 
specialty nursing certification. United Hospital staff nurses used a 
total $550,399.47 in tuition, seminar and certification course work 
reimbursements for 2010. 

United Nursing Education Fund
the United nursing education Fund (neF) was established with 
a matching grant from an anonymous donor in 2008. this fund 
supports United Hospital nurses and other staff who are furthering 
their nursing education or pursuing an education that leads to 
a degree in nursing. the fund was a giving option for the 2010 
employee & Community Giving Campaign, which resulted in 
raising $26,000 in funds. 

RN to BSN Program

United Hospital and augsburg College developed a partnership 
in 2002 for a United/augsburg Rn to Bsn completion program. 
to date 70 have graduated from that program (8 in 2010). there 
are 37 United/allina nurses currently enrolled in the program. the 
partnership will continue through the summer 2011.

UH nurses were enrolled in various other nursing programs (from 
ad to doctorate programs) at schools, including:

augsburg College•	

Bethel University•	

Chamberlain online •	

Metro state University•	

st. Catherine University•	

University of Minnesota•	

Walden University•	

inver Hills Century College•	

Minnesota school of Business and Global University•	

Nurses as Faculty at Nursing Schools 
augsburg College•	

Baylor University texas•	

Bethel University•	

Globe University•	

Hennepin technical College•	

Metro state University•	

north dakota state University•	

st. Catherine University•	

st. olaf College•	

st. paul College•	

University of Minnesota•	

University of south dakota•	

University of st. thomas•	

P r o f E s s I o n A l  d E V E l o P M E n t
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University of south dakota students with del Conrad, Rn, 2600, Clinical 
instructor.
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P r o f E s s I o n A l  d E V E l o P M E n t

Academic Affiliations and Preceptorships

UhI 2010 Undergraduate nursing student Experiences = 429
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aRCC anoka Ramsey Community College

aC augsburg College

BU Bethel University

CCtC Century College and technical College

CVtC Chippewa Valley technical College

iHCC inver Hills Community College

MsU Metropolitan state University

MsB/GU  Minnesota school f Business/Globe 
University

ndsU north dakota state University

sCC south Central College

sCU st. Catherine University

UM-tC University of Minnesota - twin Cities

Und University of north dakota

Usd University of south dakota

WsU Winona state University

2010 Undergraduate nursing students by degree

Bsn 
204 (48%)

ad 
225 (52%
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american association of Critical Care nurses•	

american academy of nurse practitioners•	

american diabetes educators•	

american Heart association•	

american Holistic nurses association•	

american nurses association•	

american nurses Credentialing Center•	

american nursing informatics association•	

american organization of nurse executives•	

american psychiatric nurses association•	

american Red Cross•	

association of peri-operative nurses•	

association of Rehabilitation nurses•	

association of Vascular access•	

association of Women’s Health obstetrics and  •	
neonatal nurses

doctor of nursing practice, llC•	

emergency nurses association•	

Filipino nurses association•	

international parish nurse association•	

Minnesota administrative supervisors association•	

Minnesota nurses association•	

Minnesota organization of leaders in nursing•	

Minnesota ovarian Cancer society•	

national alliance on Mental illness•	

national association of Clinical nurse specialists•	

national association of orthopedic nurses•	

national league of nursing•	

nigerian nurses association•	

oncology nurses society•	

preventative Cardiovascular nurses association•	

sigma theta tau•	

society of Gastroenterology nurses and associates•	

transcultural nursing society•	

United american nurses•	

United national nurse•	

Professional Organizations United Hospital Nurses Participated In

the Rothenberger Riders, a group of United Hospital CV lab staff 
members, participated in the 2010 purpleRide twin Cities in an effort 
to raise money to support pancreatic Cancer.  this ride was in loving 
memory of their co-worker, susan Rothenberger.  
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research at United
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Publications
Barbara Jacobs, MHa, Bsn, pHn, Rn case manager (2011). 
Reducing heart failure readmissions from skilled nursing 
facilities. Professional Journal of Case Management: the leader in 
evidence-based practice. 16(1), 18-26

Presentations
Poster
laura lathrop, dnp, np palliative Care. 
Integrating Palliative Care into the Intensive Care Unit: a 
nurse lead quality improvement project. Minnesota nurse 
practitioners 2nd annual Conference, november 2010.  

Melissa Fritz, Rn, Ms, aCns, and Katie Westman, RnC, Ms, aCns 
Clinical nurse specialists. 
Growing Your Own CNS. anCC national Magnet Conference, 
october 2010. 

susan loushin, Rn, Ma professional development specialist.
Connecting Nurses with the Community to Improve 
Healthcare: The Caring Connection. inaugural virtual poster 
session for the anCC national Magnet Conference, July 2010.

susan loushin, Rn, Ma professional development specialist. 
The Caring Connection: using leadership mētis to facilitate 
community outreach with hospital-based nurses. 3rd national 
doctorate of nursing practice Conference, september 2010. 

Podium 
Katie Westman, Ms, Rn-C, Medicine Cns  
Metabolic Syndrome 
infusion nurses society annual Meeting, May 2010. 

david Hall, Rn, MHs 
The Enneagram of Psycho-Spiritual Rebirth 
international enneagram association Conference, august, 2010.

Mary Goering, Rn, MpH, Clinical practice Coordinator 
Complex Cases in Fetal Monitoring 
Minnesota perinatal organization, september 2010.

research
principle investigators: Kristine Faschingbauer, Rn, and Wendy 
tempel, Rn, MHs  
The Use of Seclusion: Finding the Voice of the Patient to 
Influence Practice.

principle investigator: lisa smith, Rn, Bs  
Development and Validation of a Risk Assessment Model for 
the Prevention of Clostridium Difficile Infection. 

principle investigators: Julie sabo, Rn and steve Horstmann, Rn 
Ecolab Automated Hand Hygiene Field Test 

Evidence-based/Quality Improvement Projects
laura lathrop, Rn, dnp, Cnp 
Integrating Palliative Care into the Intensive Care Unit: a 
nurse lead quality improvement project 

susan loushin, Ma, Rn 
The Caring Connection: using leadership mētis to facilitate 
community outreach with hospital-based nurses 

tina olson, RnC and Mary Goering, Rn, MpH  
Moms-to-Be Bed Rest Exercise DVD: Empowering Women to 
Take Charge

The Use of Seclusion: Finding the Voice of the Patient to 
Influence Practice investigators deb leMay, lsW;  
Kristine Facshingbauer, Rn and Wendy tempel, Rn.
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n U r s I n g P r AC t I C E  
C A r E d E l I V E ry
tina anderson, Rn

Kristen Bentley, Rn

Cheryl Blair, Rn

Glenda Cartney, Rn

stephanie Cook, Rn

Bernadine engeldorf, Rn

naomi english, Rn

Mary Gag, Rn

Healther Jax, Rn

Joan Kidd, Rn

liana land, Rn

Mary lester, Rn

Kim love, Rn

amanda Moberg, Rn

deb Myhre, Rn

Cindy petty, Rn

linda phalen, Rn

deb Raptis, Rn

pat Ryan, Rn

Julie sabo, Rn

lonna schmidt-nelson

Kathleen schoenbeck, Rn

Julianne scott, Rn

Jeff Wicklander, Rn

M n A - l M C
stephanie Cook, Rn

Bernadine engeldorf, Rn

naomi english, Rn

steve Horstmann, Rn

diane leMay, Rn

Georgine Malone, Rn

Jim McGlade

Mary Milligan, Rn

Cindy petty, Rn

deb Raptis, Rn

pat Ryan, Rn

Julianne scott, Rn

Jeff Wicklander, Rn

pamela Young

s tA f f I n g  
A dV I s o ry Co U n C I l
diane Brusius 

laura Cahalan 

Glenda Cartney, Rn 

debra dullinger, Rn 

naomi english, Rn 

Kathy Forbes, Rn 

Robin Henderson, Rn 

Christy Mader 

Jennifer Michelson, Rn 

Ginny oskey, Rn 

pat Ryan, Rn

linda schaefer 

dawn sonnee 

sue truhler, Rn 

Cindy Van osdale, Rn 

pamela Young 

C A r E r o U n d s
tina anderson, Rn 

sharon Carlson, Rn

Wanda Foster, Rn

Cindy Godfrey, Rn

denise Hassel-Goewey

anna Hermmann, Rn

paula Holbrook, Rn

Russ Myers

Richard shank, Md

peggy speaker, Rn

Co r E M E A s U r E s
deb dunnlinger, Rn

lisa Gersema

steve Horstman, Rn

doris nordbye, Rn

deb Raptis, Rn

omar sanan, Md

Richard shank, Md

Maureen smith, Rn

scott tongen, Md

Jay Westwater, Md 

E t h I C s
eric anderson, Md

diane Brusius

stephanie Cook, Rn

leon Corpuz

neil derechin, Md

Jane designor, Rn

Mary Foarde

Verlyn Hemmen

lee Kamman, Md

laura lathrop, Rn

irving lerner, Md, retired

Jeanette Maruska, Rn

Mark Morrow, Md

domingo perez, Md

Beverly Ryan

Ramesh sairam, Md

debbie sapp, Rn

Robyn tabibi, Md

susan truhler, Rn

Marge Van Roekel, Rn

Katie Westman, Rn

fA l l s Co M M I t t E E
tina anderson, Rn

Barb Bonsteel, Rn

Becky Braden, Rn

dawn Burdette, Rn

amy Clark, Rn

allan dahl, Rn

laura donatelle, Rn

Melissa Fritz, Rn

susan Gatzert-snyder, Rn

Mary Goering, Rn

Becky Johnson, Rn

Carol Kelly, Rn

laura Kelly, Rn

Jamie Kollmann, Rn

Margaret lecy, Rn

Barbara lulic, Rn

shane Madsen

angie Meillier, Rn

andrea nelson, Rn

Melissa Reichert, Rn

anne Rusch, Rn

dale Russ, Rn

Julie sabo, Rn

Jennifer sherman

Maureen smith, Rn

elnora thomas, Rn

lisa Waytulonis, Rn

Katie Westman, Rn

Gloria Weyandt, Rn

Karen Wilson, Rn

Mary Jo Wolters, Rn

Cory Wray, Rn

h o l I s t I C  
n U r s I n g Co U n C I l 
Marcy Bergie, Rn

Jodie Capecchi, Rn

nicole driskill, Rn

Kathy enderlein, Rn

Julie Fossell, Rn

Christie Frid, Rn

amanda Garman, Rn

Brenda Gieser, Rn

Mary Goering, Rn

Karen Harriet-smith, Rn

anna Herrmann, Rn

Gael Horner, Rn

laura ingalsbe, Rn

denise Joswiak, Rn

Jacqueline Kowski-Cuzzo, Rn

stephanie leininger, Rn

natalie lozano, Rn

susan loushin, Rn

ann Malecha, Rn

Russ Myers

Jennifer penn, Rn

Cindy petty, Rn

Coleen schefknecht, Rn

Kathy schoenbeck, Rn

Kathy schowalter, Rn

M n A h E A lt h A n d s A f E t y
Cheryl Blair, Rn

Glenda Cartney, Rn

United Hospital Committees



sue dewaele, Rn

Julie Kaul, Rn

sheila Knight, Rn

Karey Mason, Rn

Cindy petty, Rn

arlene simones, Rn

sue truhler, Rn

n U r s I n g  
r E s E A r C h Co U n C I l
Julie Becker, Rn

sharon Carlson, Rn

amy Clark, Rn

laura donatelle, Rn

susset escoto, Rn

Kristine Faschingbauer, Rn

sara Franklin, Rn

Melissa Fritz, Rn

susan Gatzert-snyder, Rn

Melissa Gleaves, Rn

Mary Goering, Rn

laura ingalsbe, Rn

sharon Kambeitz

Julie larson, Rn

Jody leise, Rn

susan loushin, Rn

Jennifer Maresch-Conle, Rn

linda phalen, Rn

sue Reichow, Rn

Julie sabo, Rn

Megan savage, Rn

Coleen scheffknecht, Rn

Maureen smith, Rn

ekua taylor Kregel, Rn

Cindy Van osdale, Rn

Katie Westman, Rn

Katrina Williams, Rn

PA I n s t E E r I n g 
Co M M I t t E E
eric anderson, Md

Cindy Betz, Rn

linda Clute, Rn

Katie Westman, Rn

Mary Goering, Rn

todd Hess, Md

Katy Holets, Rn

darlene Kamrath, Rn

Carol Kelly, Rn

leah Kuipers, Rn

patty lashomb, Rn

darla lindquist, Rn

lois iepson, Rn

shane Madson

laura Mitricska, Rn

pema norbu, Rn

theresa pollnow

Michelle Radtke, Rn

omer sanan, Md

Mary schiltgren, Rn

Richard shank, Md

deborah stroot, Rn

Michael tahlberg, Md

Chris timm-Hughes, Rn

PAt I E n t loyA lt y
timothy Bollig

sandy Braun, Rn

Kathy Forbes, Rn

pat Hanzal

anna Herrmann, Rn

Meg Hokes

susan loushin, Rn

Jim McGlade

Cindy osborn, Rn

Ben pries

Kathy schoenbeck, Rn

P C E W
Connie akins, Rn

Mary Caliguire, Rn

Chris Carlin

Glenda Cartney, Rn

sharon dimmik, Rn

denise elling, Rn

steve erickson, Rn

Wanda Foster, Rn

Kathy Grabowski, Rn

Jennifer Hauk, Rn

debra Hommer, Rn

Jean ickstadt, Rn

Kristin Kaupaun, Rn

Carol Kelly, Rn

William larson, Rn

erin leFebvre, Rn

diane leMay, Rn

darla lowell, Rn

Marureen McGowan, Rn

shannon Murphy, Rn

Jenni neuman

eileen nikolas, Rn

linda phalen, Rn

natalie pieper, Rn

diane Rumsey, Rn

Julie sabo, Rn

Molly schacht, Rn

Mary schwartzbauer, Rn

pat stoj, Rn

Marie trepanier, Rn

Chris tupy, Rn

Marycel Warner, Rn

lisa Waytulonis, Rn

Jeff Wicklander, Rn

Cory Wray, Rn

r E s t r A I n ts
 Connie akins, Rn

steph Cook, Rn

Jeanette Maruska, Rn

Ginny oskey, Rn

anne Rusch, Rn

Marge VanRoekel, Rn

r n Co U n C I l C h A I r s
Kathy adamski, Rn

Connie akins, Rn

tina anderson, Rn

Barb Bentley, Rn

Becky Braden, Rn

lisa Chute, Rn

erin Cooper, Rn

Rayann davis, Rn

susan dzubay, Rn

Bernadine engeldorf, Rn

steve erickson, Rn

Mary Gag, Rn

lisa Haviland, Rn

larry Himebaugh, Rn

Kris Holm, Rn

Cari Hruby, Rn

Cheryl Kashke, Rn

laura Kelly, Rn

deb laForge, Rn

natalie lozano, Rn

debbie Myhre, Rn

Cindy petty, Rn

linda phalen, Rn

Barb polkinghorn, Rn

laurie Robinson, Rn

nate scottum, Rn

diane sequin, Rn

pat stoj, Rn

James tczap, Rn

lori Voigtlander, Rn

Kelly Young, Rn

r n P h A r MAC y
Gayle Barenz, Rn

amy Clark, Rn

lisa Gersema

anna Herrmann, Rn

Katy Holets, Rn

deb Klein

diane lemay, Rn

shane Madsen

Jason Meier

Kathy Miller

Joanne Myhre

anne Rusch, Rn

Julie sabo, Rn

Mary Cel Wagner, Rn

Cory Wray, Rn

r n E n g Ag E M E n t 
Connie akins, Rn

Cindy Betz, Rn

Bernadine engeldorf, Rn
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anna Herrmann, Rn

susan loushin, Rn

Christy Mader

Christine Mazanec, Rn

Mary Milligan, Rn

Julie sabo, Rn

Cathy Wagner, Rn

stephanie Veldman, Rn

MAg n E t s t E E r I n g 
Co M M I t t E E
Becky Braden, Rn 

Cindy Betz, Rn 

terri dresen

Bernadine engeldorf, Rn 

Mary Gag, Rn 

Karin Herder, Rn

susan loushin, Rn 

Kim love, Rn

Rachel Mcnamara 

Julie sabo, Rn

Marg Van Roekel, Rn 

Jeff Wicklander, Rn 

MAg n E t C h AM P I o n s
Janine Farrell, Rn 

Kristine Faschingbauer, Rn 

allison Helland, Rn

Robin Henderson, Rn 

Kris Holm, Rn 

Barb Jacobs, Rn 

daniel Kenewa, Rn 

Joann Kopelke, Rn 

nicole larson, Rn  

susan loushin, Rn 

ann Malicha, Rn 

deb Myhre, Rn

Corinna nelson, Rn 

Mary olson, Rn 

Cindy petty, Rn 

natalie pieper, Rn 

laurie post, Rn

Mary ann Russo, Rn 

Julie sabo, Rn 

Coleen scheffeknecht, Rn 

Rebecca siebenaler, Rn 

Wendy Wimmer, Rn 

shannon Zins, Rn 

n U r s I n g n U t r I t I o n 
Chris Carlin

annah Carlson, Rn

Glenda Cartney, Rn

steph Cook, Rn

deb dullinger, Rn

Kathy Forbes, Rn

Wanda Foster, Rn

paula Holbrook, Rn

peggy Johnson, Rn

Kristin Kapaun, Rn

Crystal olson

tina olson, Rn

Cindy petty, Rn

Kim sorbel

lynn stevens

pat stoj, Rn

Chris tupy, Rn

Cindy Van osdale, Rn

d I A B E t E s  
MA n Ag E M E n t t E AM
luke Benedict, Md

Christine Chua

Victor Corbett, Md

pat dillinger, Rn

James Flink, Md

paula Holbrook, Rn

steve Horstmann, Rn

sue Hulbert

tressa lemler

patti long, Rn

shane Madsen

deb Myhre, Rn

Julie sabo, Rn

Richard shank, Md

Maureen smith, Rn

Brian swiglo, Md

sue truhler, Rn

PAt I E n t  

E d U C At I o n t E AM
Connie akins, Rn

Wanda Foster, Rn

laura Kelly, Rn

denise Joswiak, Rn

deb steele, Rn

natalie pieper, Rn

susan Rainey

Kathy Rivard, Rn 

Julianne scott, Rn

Maureen smith, Rn

pat stoj, Rn

C o M M I t t E E s



 “unless we are making progress in our nursing every year, 
every week, take my word for it, we are going back   

       —Florence nightengale
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